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• Use of databases to coordinate spectrum assignments is nothing new – the steps 
are the same as in a manual coordination process

• What is new . . .

– Surging demand and the need to intensively share underutilized bands 

– The technical ability to automate the process, lower the costs, use  spectrum 
more efficiently, protect incumbents with greater certainty  

• Spectrum DB management has evolved from manual, to automated, to dynamic –
adding automation & propagation modeling to static licensing data

• This yields benefits for regulators, industry stakeholders & users

• Far greater efficiencies are possible as more granular,                                  real-world 
data (terrain, clutter, etc.) is incorporated

Key Takeaways



Manual switchboard operators 
(circa 1877) 

SS7 call-related signaling networks relied on 
automated databases (ITU adopted SS7 as 
international standard in 1988)

Telecom Database Management is 
Nothing New . . . From SS7 Call Routing . . 

.



Automated phone number portability 
& forward routing – NPAC database 
introduced in US and UK in 1997

Internet routing relies on Domain 
Name Service (DNS) database

To Automated Number Porting & 
Forwarding . . . to Internet DNS Routing

Credit Rus Shuler



Some Benefits of Spectrum 
Database Management



Opportunistic coordination of access to unused spectrum capacity . . . 

• Expands spectrum capacity and efficiency to meet surging demand
– Promotes more intensive and efficient use of the public resource (spectrum is not scarce, access is)

– Promotes spectrum re-use by enabling lower-power, small cell access

• Promotes direct spectrum access for innovation and productivity
– Enables more direct spectrum access for localized uses (network densification, IoT, enterprise networks, 

campuses, etc) by an increasingly diverse range of users

– A robust 5G ecosystem will need to extend beyond what mobile carriers are in a position to deploy

• Lowers the cost of connectivity for users/consumers
– Lowers barriers to entry, promoting competition and consumer choice

– More bandwidth abundance lowers the cost of mobile and fixed wireless 

connectivity – for consumers and as an input to production for other industries                                           

– Value-added DB services can optimize QOS, facilitate private market transactions

Benefits to Industry Stakeholders, 
the Economy and Consumers



• Automated Enforcement Tool
– Ensures consistent protection of incumbent licensees (including “kill switch” functionality)
– Can monitor & verify rules re equipment certifications, licensing, operational, and/or fee requirements
– Can use to monitor spectrum use and collect data to inform future policymaking

• Band coordination can be delegated while NRA retains authority
– Commercial DB operators authorized subject to specific obligations, reserving ultimate authority to NRA
– Adapting model technical rules can speed time-to-market (e.g., DSA’s Model Rules for TV White Space)

• Gives regulators more control over band sharing, including:
– Flexibility to change allocations or prioritizations without making equipment or infrastructure obsolete
– Flexibility to initially set and later update sharing parameters (e.g., Ofcom’s TV White Space DB enables 

more intensive sharing using small-area propagation modeling –“pixels”– that considers terrain & clutter)
– Flexibility to decide if DB is agency run, contracted to single provider, or multiple to                                

promote competition/value-added innovation

• Cost recovery
– DB administrators can collect ‘fee for service’ revenue and/or  NRA regulatory fees (see ECC Report 236)

Benefits to Regulators



Evolution of Database Spectrum 
Access Management



• Since 1996, in U.S. the FCC has authorized P2P 
microwave links to coordinate into C-Band 
(>90,000 - nearly all in 6 GHz uplink)

• Fundamentally a static, manual process
• No officially certified/designated band 

coordinator – specialized firms compete
• Competing coordinators use their own 

proprietary software to:
– Ingest FCC licensing data (updated ~daily)

– Interference analysis (software assisted) to determine 
frequencies/power/etc. available for links (P2P)

– “Prior Coordination”: Contact potentially impacted     
incumbents, who have 30 days to dispute)

– Submit license application filings to FCC

• Relatively slow and expensive

Manual Point-to-Point Link 
Coordination: FS and FSS



• 2004: FCC (U.S.) certified two private 
band coordinators (3 now) to: 

– Coordinate & register non-interfering 
P2P (“pencilbeam”) links

– Verify non-interference with 
government links via an automated 
Dept. Commerce (NTIA) database: “Red 
light, green light, yellow light” process

– Verify compliance with other rules 

• DB maintains ability for FCC and                 
US Gov to query on all basic 
link elements (licensee, lat/long, HAT, etc.)

Semi-Automated Point-to-Point Link 
Coordination: 70/80/90 GHz



Automated Coordination: 
TV White Space Database 



South Korea (operational) South Africa (rules adopted)

TV White Space Databases …  
Around the World



Dynamic, Three-Tier Coordination:
Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS)



CBRS Spectrum Access System (SAS): 
Automated and Dynamic Management
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Acronyms:

ESC: Environmental Sensing  Capability

CBSD:  Citizens Broadband Radio Service Device 

SAS:  Spectrum Access System

Source: WinnForum



Spectrum Access System (CBRS): 
Automated Management of Sharing



Additional Bands Under 
Consideration for Dynamic 

Database Sharing (U.S.)



Downlink C-Band (3700-4200 MHz): 
Fixed Satellite Service & Fixed Wireless (P2MP)



Shared Access Licenses (SALs): 
37–37.6 GHz mmW Band Sharing (US)

Challenge: Accommodating Future 
Expansion of Gov’t Agency Use
• NASA & US military only current 

users – but want flexibility to 
expand operations in future

• FCC in 2016 authorized shared 
commercial access, based on 
Shared Access Licenses

• Operability requirement across 
37-39 GHz band

• SAL rules and 
database TBD.

(source: Starry, Inc.)



Dynamic Database Management: 
Only the Beginning



• DSA database approach enables a “third way” that transcends the traditional (static) 
choice between exclusively licensed and unlicensed 

• The spectrum efficiency, interference protection, and diverse localized access enabled by 
dynamic database coordination will be greatly enhanced in future as . . .

– Real-world propagation modeling/data is incorporated into geolocation databases

• Terrain and clutter

• Antennas  (e.g. polarization, radiation pattern, directivity)

• Use of probabilistic and variable propagation models – rather than worst case and static

– Database Operators innovate more value-added services
• Examples: -- Allows and enforces private, market-based agreements

-- Micro-transactions to enable as-needed spectrum access

– Real-time spectrum sensing data is taken into account
• Fixed sensing networks (CBRS) or crowd-sourced (reporting back by devices, base stations)

The Innovative Future of Dynamic 
Spectrum Database Management
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